Molecular analysis of 19 Spanish patients with mixed porphyrias.
Porphyrias are rare diseases caused by alterations in the heme biosynthetic pathway. Depending on the afected enzyme, porphyrin precursors or porphyrins are overproduced, causing acute neurovisceral attacks or dermal photosensitivity, respectively. Hereditary Coproporphyria (HCP) and Variegate Porphyria (VP) are mixed porphyrias since they can present acute and/or cutaneous symptoms. These diseases are caused by a deficiency of coproporphyrinogen oxidase (CPOX) in HCP, and protoporphyrinogen oxidase (PPOX) in VP. Herein, we studied nineteen unrelated Spanish patients with mixed porphyrias. The diagnosis of either, HCP or VP was made on the basis of clinical symptoms, biochemical findings and the identification of the mutation responsible in the CPOX or PPOX genes. Two patients presented both acute and cutaneous symptoms. In most patients, the biochemical data allowed the diagnosis. Among eleven patients with HCP, ten CPOX mutations were identified, including six novel ones: two frameshift (c.32delG and c.1102delC), two nonsense (p.Cys239Ter and p.Tyr365Ter), one missense (p.Trp275Arg) and one amino acid deletion (p.Gly336del). Moreover, seven previously described PPOX mutations were identified in eight patients with VP. The impacts of CPOX mutations p.Trp275Arg and p.Gly336del, were evaluated using prediction softwares and their functional consequences were studied in a prokaryotic expression system. Both alterations were predicted as deleterious by in silico analysis. Aditionally, when these alleles were expressed in E. coli, only p.Trp275Arg retained some residual activity. These results emphasize the usefulness of integrated the biochemical tests and molecular studies in the diagnosis. Furthermore, they extend knowledge on the molecular heterogeneity of mixed porphyrias in Spain.